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PART I: THE PROJECT 
 

In print for over a hundred years, the Encyclopedia of Social Work is a foundational reference 

resource for academics, practitioners, and students, containing in-depth articles on major 

topics of interest within the field. The most recent edition, its twentieth, was developed 

through a unique partnership between the National Association of Social Workers (NASW) 

and Oxford University Press (OUP) and published in 2008 in print and e-book formats.  

Building on the success of the last edition, NASW and OUP are expanding this partnership to 

embark on a major new initiative to transform the Encyclopedia into a dynamic online 

reference source of the same name (ESW for short) that will be regularly updated with new 

articles and revisions to existing articles. Rather than wait years between editions to update 

an article, we want to update it as soon as the topic requires. Rather than wait years to add 

an article on an emerging topic, we want to commission, peer review, and publish it 

without delay. This living reference source will be more responsive to changes in the field 

than would have ever been possible in the world of print.  

We see ESW evolving over time to cover the full scope of the discipline, expanding as 

research expands, and providing a first and last source for authoritative, in-depth 

information amidst the motley selection of possibly useful sources found online.  
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PART II: YOUR ARTICLE 

This manual is intended to assist you in planning and writing your article and in preparing 
your manuscript for submission. The rules and principles are offered as guidelines only and 
not as a set of immutable laws covering every editorial eventuality. If your article presents a 
special problem that warrants deviation from any of the rules given here, or if you have 
questions about scope, styles, format, or procedure, contact your OUP editor. 
 

MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSION CHECKLIST 
 

 
Before submitting your final manuscript, please be sure that: 
 You have returned a signed copy of your contract, and your contract indicates 

whether you would prefer to receive a book gratis or a cash payment. 
   Your accounts payable information included with your contract is complete. 
 You are submitting the final version of your article. 
 The article title is listed at the top of your document and is exactly as it appears in 

your contract (or you have spoken to your Oxford editor about changing it). 
 You provided your full name, affiliation, and a short bio as you want them to 

appear on the published article, as well as a link to your faculty page or website.  
 Headings and subheadings are concise and consistently formatted. 
 All special characters, accents, and symbols are as they should appear in the 

published article. 
   The References list contains an exact reference for each parenthetical citation in 

the text.  
 Sources not directly cited within your article that you nonetheless feel may be 

helpful for readers to consult are included in a separate Further Reading section 
following your References section. 

 You have provided an abstract.  
   You have provided 5-10 keywords.  
   You have provided the titles of related articles in Encyclopedia of Social Work. 
 All written permissions to reproduce images, tables and text have been paid for 

and filed with your Oxford editor. 
 You have provided all final versions of the images and tables with complete and 

accurate captions and/or credit lines, as necessary 
   Your manuscript is in an MS Word compatible format and double spaced. 
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SCOPE 
 

You should produce an extensive, in-depth encyclopedic article on the topic you are 
assigned. The scope description included on the Schedule A appended to your contract is 
meant to guide—not restrict—your thinking. As a specialist in your field, you are 
encouraged to develop your article according to your best judgment. If you wish to expand 
or restrict the scope of your article or if you have specific questions about it, contact your 
Oxford editor. Your article should strive to incorporate and address issues of cultural and 
ethnic diversity and international perspective when applicable. 
 

YOUR ARTICLE SHOULD 
 

Be encyclopedic. Your article should aim to cover in-depth the full historical, geographical, 
etc., development of your topic. In short, it should be a reference article.  
 
Be non-partisan and objective. ESW has an obligation to present all significant sides of 
controversial and unresolved questions in a fair manner, striking a balance among diverse 
viewpoints. Your article should reflect these viewpoints. Avoid partisanship and polemic 
arguments. Wherever appropriate, your article should let the reader know that a debate 
exists, the implications of the debate, and where additional information can be found. 
 
Be discipline-specific. Discuss your assigned topic from a discipline-specific perspective. 
Example: an article on “Technology” should specifically look at how technology has been used 
in macro and micro social work practice, social work education, etc.  
 
Lay out the discursive terrain. 
 
Engage an academic audience. Your article should be scholarly and written for the 
academic (not general) reader. Though it is always a good idea to avoid jargon, you should 
engage with the terms and ideas in circulation. 
 
Be in-depth. There are no limits to length, and we welcome lengthy, well-organized pieces. 
We anticipate that the average article will be approximately 7,500 words (excluding 
bibliographic references). This length, however, should be used as a general guide and not 
considered a strict limit. Articles should be broken up into logical sections with meaningful 
headings that guide your readers through the discussion. Occasionally, shorter pieces 
(upwards of 2,000) may be commissioned and linked to other related articles. 

 
Be concise. Your text will appear online. Write each sentence with precision. Use headings 
and subheadings to guide your readers through the text.  
 
Be international. Include international and multi-lingual scholarship wherever 
appropriate for your subject matter. Discuss with specificity how treatment of your topic 
varies internationally and the implications of such differences. If you are writing on a topic 
from a specific national perspective, please identify your article as such. Example: if you are 
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writing an article on “Health Care Reform” from a U.S. perspective, you would be asked to 
clarify in your introductory remarks that the article will specifically cover U.S. health care 
reform.  
 
Be original. Your article should represent your own original scholarship that has not been 
published elsewhere, either in part or in whole. Whether intentional or not, plagiarism is a 
betrayal of scholarly integrity and a breach of the contributor’s contract. Articles that 
include verbatim passages (other than quotations) from other works will be rejected and 
the contract cancelled. If plagiarism is detected in any one article, all contracts for articles 
by that author will be cancelled. 
 

YOUR ARTICLE SHOULD NOT 
 
Make new and original arguments. 
 
Present original research; rather, it should focus on the widely accepted theories and 
beliefs in the field in an encyclopedic fashion. 
 
Be a self-reflective or autobiographical piece. 
 
Be previously published.  
 

PLANNING YOUR ARTICLE 
 
Each article will include the following basic elements:  
 
1. Title/Headword. Please title your article exactly as stated in your contract, or notify 

your Oxford editor if you wish to change the title, and explain why.  
 
2. Abstract. The article abstract should be concise, between 3-6 sentences, around 120 

words and no more than 175 words. It should provide a clear overview of the content of 
the article. Where possible, the personal pronoun should not be used, but an impersonal 
voice adopted: “This article discusses . . .” rather than: “In this article, I discuss . . .” 
Please be sure to include specific keywords and key phrases to increase online visibility. 

 
3. Keywords. Please suggest 5-10 keywords that can be used for describing the content of 

the article and will ensure your article is searchable and discoverable online. Keywords 
are equivalent to terms in an index in a printed work. Keywords should meet the 
following criteria: 

 
   Keywords should be one word where possible, though two- and three-word 

specialist terms are acceptable where necessary. 

   Keywords should not be too generalized. 

   Each keyword should appear in the accompanying abstract. 
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   Keywords may be drawn from the article title, as long as it appears in the text of the 
related abstract. 

 
Example for an article on “Income Distribution”: GINI coefficient; globalization; 
households; families; inequality; quintiles; skill premium; trade unions 

 
4. Visual guides (graphs, charts, tables, maps, images) when relevant. Your article 

may also contain meaningful visual materials, such as tables, charts, drawings, etc. 
Please exercise caution in selecting these, especially considering we will not use 
copyrighted visual materials. They need to fit with the academic orientation of the 
article, and they should be used only sparingly, and in the following instances: 

 
   When they are important to the content; 

   When they cannot possibly be described in words; 

   When they are substantively appropriate to draw that much attention to the point 
they are making. 
 

Send illustrations (drawings, line art, graphs, maps, and photographs) in separate files, 
named with the short title of the article.   
 

Examples  
London fig. 1 
London fig. 2 
London map 
 

You are responsible for requesting and clearing permissions to use images from other 
sources. 

 
5. Headings and subheadings. The body of your article must be subdivided into sections 

with clear headings and subheadings. We recommend individual subsections be less 
than 1,000 words. Subheadings should go down no more than two levels, although in 
some instances, if the subject calls for it, we will allow a third subheading level. If you 
need a third level, please make it clear in your writing why you need to include it. Be 
sure to follow a consistent style that clearly indicates the hierarchy to avoid confusion 
and error.  

 
Do not begin your article with a heading that simply repeats your article title. It is, 
however, acceptable to begin with a heading such as “Introduction.” In addition, 
headings and subheadings should not be adjacent; at least one or two sentences of text 
should intervene. Please use a descriptive term for your headings and subheadings. E.g., 
instead of using the heading “Conclusion,” use a term such as “Legacy,” “Assessment,” or 
“Contribution.”  
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6. Conclusion (optional). If you choose to end your article with a conclusion, it can either 
be the last paragraph(s) of the article, or it can be a new section entirely. If you write a 
formal conclusion paragraph, as mentioned in the “Headings and subheadings” section, 
instead of using the heading “Conclusion,” use a term such as “Legacy,” “Assessment,” or 
“Contribution.” Your conclusion should not repeat information you have provided in 
your body, although it should wrap up your discussion and provide a synthesis of the 
topic. 

 
7. Parenthetical references. Please ensure that complete bibliographical information for 

all such citations is provided in the bibliography following your article, and cite the 
source in the run of text as follows:   

 
Although Narrative Therapy has been found useful by many social workers, it has 
been criticized by some social workers and family therapists for lack of empirical 
outcome data (Etchinson and Kleist, 2000), for not taking family dynamics into 
account, and for the difficulties it presents for managed care practice (Kelley, 1998). 
 
Urban centers have historically played a critical role in nation building 
internationally (Kirdar, 1997).  

 
Parenthetical references should be inserted at the end of the sentence whenever 
possible.  

 
8. Footnotes/Endnotes.   Please do not under any circumstances use footnotes/endnotes, 

as they do not fit with our Encyclopedia format. 
 

9. Bibliography. As a general guideline, provide one reference for every 250 words of 
text, but every bibliography should include at least two items. Please use “Publication 
Manual of the American Psychological Association, Sixth Edition” (2009). As much as 
possible, give preference to book-length works in English readily accessible in major 
libraries. For primary sources, translate foreign titles in parentheses immediately 
following the title. For translations of well-known and classic secondary works, give the 
title of the English translation following the author’s name and the title in the original 
language at the end of the article. It is not necessary to translate titles of recent 
secondary works. 
 
With regards to online sources, credibility and academic rigor are the most important 
qualities in finding a suitable source on the internet. The best sources are sites that are 
run by or partnered with major educational, research, or government institutions, that 
are authoritative, and that contain peer-reviewed scholarship. Other acceptable online 
sources include subscription-based Web sites like those offered by OUP, Gale, 
Greenwood, and other major publishers. Unacceptable online resources include 
Wikipedia and the results of a quick Google search, such as press releases. Please do not 
create a separate section for online resources, but rather incorporate them into your 
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Bibliography (if they are cited within your article) or into Further Reading (if they are 
not cited within your article). 
 
Do not include forthcoming titles of any sort. The citation can be added as an update to 
your article once the source has been published. You can contact your Oxford editor at 
any point after publication to suggest updates.  

 
10. Further reading. Please provide a list of important sources for further reading. The 

titles in this section should not overlap with the titles in your bibliography.  
 

11. Related articles. Please provide the titles of any related articles within ESW. Do not 
worry about listing everything, as your Area Editor will fill in the gaps after you have 
submitted your article.  
 

12. Signature. Below the article title of each article you write, include your name exactly as 
you wish it to appear in print, your affiliation, and a short bio of no more than 100 words. 
Please also include a link to your faculty page or website if you have one.  

 
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

 
Translation. If you write in English, submit your article in English. If you write in another 
language but write comfortably in English, submit your article in English. Our copyeditors 
will correct any errors and unidiomatic expressions. If you write in another language, we will 
have your article translated, but you are free, if you wish, to have a trusted colleague 
translate your article into English as a favor. 
 
All translators will be acknowledged in a special byline, “Translated from _________ by 
____________,” following your name at the end of each translated article. 
 
Contributions to other reference works. If you have contributed an article on the same or 
a similar topic to another reference work, you are not hindered from contributing to ESW. 
We expect that your treatment of the topic will be different because of the Encyclopedia’s 
subject matter and scope. If you have questions, contact your Oxford editor. 

 
Collaboration with another scholar. If you wish to collaborate with another scholar in 
writing your article, let your Oxford editor know of the coauthor’s name and address and 
how the honorarium is to be divided. We will issue a revised Schedule A to you and a 
complete agreement to the other scholar. 

 
Citing your own scholarship. You have been asked to write this article because of your 
knowledge and expertise on the topic, and it is likely that some of your own scholarship will 
need to be represented in your article. This is perfectly acceptable, although we ask that you 
use discretion in your choices. As a rule, you may try to limit self-references to approximately 
three; more than this may raise suspicion of bias, and so we would need to proceed with 
caution.  
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Style. In matters of style, Oxford follows APA (“Publication Manual of the American 
Psychological Association, Sixth Edition,” 2009) with some variations.  
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PART III: FORMATTING AND SUBMITTING YOUR MANUSCRIPT 
 
Double-space your manuscript, without hyphenation, and with a ragged right margin. Use 1-
inch margins all around.  
 
Your manuscript should be saved in an MS Word compatible format. Remember to put your 
name and affiliation at the end of each article. 
 
Please make your subject in the email specific to your article. Please submit your 
manuscript directly to: 
 

eswo@oup.com 
 
Please submit your work by the deadline specified in your contract. If you foresee any 
difficulty meeting this deadline, please contact your Oxford editor.  
 
  

mailto:eswo@oup.com
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PART IV: Post-Submission 

OUP REVIEW 
 
Upon submission, your article will be reviewed for format and style, as detailed in this 
document, by your Oxford editor. Barring any need for formatting revision, the article will 
then be submitted to peer review.  
 

PEER REVIEW 
 

Each article is under the supervision of one or more members of the editorial board. Upon 
receipt of your manuscript, the appropriate editors will determine the suitability of your 
article in light of the scope, description and the overall plan of ESW. If no editorial board 
member feels qualified to review your article, an outside peer reviewer will be found. You 
may be asked to revise your article to address issues of substance. At this time, you may 
also be asked to respond to revision requests from the prior OUP review. Once all queries 
and revisions have been appropriately addressed, your article will be submitted to the 
Editor-in-Chief for final approval. Upon approval, your article will be officially accepted for 
publication and put into production. 
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PART V: Post-Acceptance 
 

COPYEDITING 
 

After your article has passed peer review and has been approved by the editors, your 
manuscript will be sent to the copyeditor. The text of your article will be edited for 
consistency in style and grammar, the bibliography will be styled, and any graphic elements 
of your article will be coded for the typesetter.  
 

PROOFREADING 
 

Your manuscript will be meticulously checked by proofreaders. 
 

YOUR FINAL REVIEW 
 

Oxford will send your copyedited and proofread manuscript to you for review, emendation, 
and final approval. You will be asked to reply to any editorial queries, to make any 
substantive changes and corrections you deem necessary, and to return the copyedited 
manuscript to us promptly.  
 

UPDATING YOUR ARTICLE 
 

As stated in your contributor contract, you will be expected to make regular updates and 
changes to your article(s) every 5 years. However, you are encouraged to update your 
article annually. When you are beginning your update, please pay close attention to the 
bibliography, particularly any online resources you have included. Have these resources 
changed in any way? Are they still available on the web? You should also consider any new 
ideas that have come to light in your field since you wrote your original article. 
 
If you are unable to update your article due to extenuating circumstances, please work this 
out with your Oxford editor. In this case, please know that if your article requires an 
update, we will find an alternate author to update your article. This author may appear on 
the byline of your article going forward, or a new article will be commissioned from this 
author, depending on the level of revision needed. 
 

PAYMENT OF YOUR HONORARIUM 
 

Before we can send you your honorarium, you must submit your contract. The check for 
your honorarium will be ordered after your manuscript is approved by the editors. The 
check will come from Oxford’s accounts payable department in Cary, North Carolina. You 
may also choose to receive compensation in gratis OUP books. If you choose this option, the 
OUP staff will send you a gratis form, and once you fill it out and return it to OUP, your 
books will be shipped to you within 3–4 weeks.  
  


